Survival outcomes of pediatric intestinal failure patients: analysis of factors contributing to improved survival over the past two decades.
Intestinal failure (IF) is associated with significant and life-threatening complications. Recent studies suggest that treatments for IF in the pediatric population are improving over time. Based on this, we examined whether pediatric IF survival rates have improved in our patient population over the past two decades, and secondarily examined which aspects of patient care contributed to changes in survival. We conducted a retrospective chart review of all pediatric patients with IF at our children's hospital from 1990 through 2009. Cox regression analyses were used to determine change in survival rates over time (5-y cohorts), and we examined multiple covariates to determine their potential influence on survival rates over time. A significant improvement in survival of 171 children with IF was noted over the past two decades. Children with an onset of IF in the 1990-1994 cohort had significantly decreased survival compared with children in all subsequent cohorts (P = 0.011). The only intervention that was identified between this time period and future periods was the establishment of a comprehensive intestinal failure clinical care team. While the latter three cohorts were not significantly different, progressively increased survival was noted. Ability to wean off parenteral nutrition (PN) and small bowel length greater than 10% of the expected length were significantly associated with improved survival over this time period (P < 0.01). Other tested covariates, including the more recent use of ethanol lock therapy (to prevent catheter sepsis) and lipid reduction strategies (to treat PN-associated cholestasis) failed to show a significant impact on improved survival. Despite a striking improvement in survival of children with IF over the past two decades, the only identified intervention that significantly impacted survival was establishment of a comprehensive care team. These findings emphasize the need for multi-disciplinary efforts to care for such complex and challenging children.